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This social monitoring report is a document of the borrower. The views expressed herein do not 
necessarily represent those of ADB's Board of Directors, Management, or staff, and may be 
preliminary in nature. 
 
In preparing any country program or strategy, financing any project, or by making any 
designation of or reference to a particular territory or geographic area in this document, the 
Asian Development Bank does not intend to make any judgments as to the legal or other status 
of any territory or area. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

1. This Compliance Report (CR) covers three Segments1 of the 12.5 km long Section F2 of 
the Khevi-Ubisa road project. The land acquisition and issuance of cash compensations was 
carried out in compliance with the approved land acquisition and resettlement plan (LARP), a final 
implementation-ready document based on the concluding road alignment encompassing final 
impact figures/implementation arrangements, and fully reflecting the provisions of the relevant 
Georgian Laws, while adhering to the guidelines of the ADB Safeguards Policies Statement (ADB 
SPS 2009). 
2. The LARP for the Khevi-Ubisa 12.5 km long road rehabilitation project was prepared by 
the Road Department (RD) of the Ministry of Regional Development and Infrastructure (MRDI) of 
Georgia. The proposed road project rehabilitation is expected to be financed under a proposed 
loan from the Asian Development Bank (ADB). MRDI is the Project Executing Agency (EA) and 
the RD is the Implementing Agency (IA). 
3. The LARP for the Khevi-Ubisa 12.5 km long road rehabilitation project was prepared by 
the RD of MRDI of Georgia. The proposed road project rehabilitation is financed under a loan from 
the ADB.  
4. The LARP is based on detailed design and the requirements of the ADB SPS 2009 and 
its objective is to plan and implement LAR in the road section of 12.5 km long Section F2 (Khevi-
Ubisa) along the E60 Highway. Road Impact along the entire 12.5 km long road entailing 
acquisition of 479,763 square meters of land located in Kharagauli Rayon that comprised a total 
number of 374 project affected land plots. Among these, only 13 land plots (15,348 sq.m.) are 
Public State-owned, and the balance of 361 land parcels (474,415 sq.m.) were privately owned 
and/or possessed. 
5. Along the entire 12.5 km long road section of F2 a total of 361 project affected land parcels 
were under private ownership or possession of 213 Project Affected Households (AH) constituting 
887 project affected persons (APs) experiencing the loss of assets and income due to Road Project 
impact. The LARP determined all types of loss of income and assets that subject to cash 
compensation in accordance with the compensation scheme and procedures as defined by the 
approved LARP document.  
6. The implementation of LARP, land acquisition and compensation of APs is being 
implemented segment by segment. Compliance Reports are prepared according to specific 
segments where LARP implementation has been accomplished and all APs were issued full 
compensation in accordance to stipulations of the approved LARP.  
7. Each Compliance Report 2  was prepared for monitoring and evaluation of the 
implementation of LARP of E-60 East-West Highway Improvement Project, Khevi-Ubisa Section 
F2. 

 
1  Segment 10 (km 5.6 – km 5.8), Segment 11 (km 8.8 – km 9.0), and Segment 12 (km 11.9 – km 12.5).  
2  The Compliance Report aims to determine whether the compensation program has been carried out based on the 

provisions of the LARP, Georgian laws, ADB policy, and with the confirmation of affected persons’ (AP) satisfaction. 
A goal of external monitoring is also to assess relevance, efficiency, effectiveness, and impact of the LAR processes 
and to suggest any corrective measures if necessary. The ADB accepted and approved LARP Compliance Report 
for any agreed section of the road is a precondition to the commencement of civil works in the section to which it 
pertains. 
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8. RD allows commencement of civil works along the cleared segment of the ROW once the 
segment specific CRs is approved by the ADB. Since 2011 this approach has been widely 
exercised by RD to avoid stoppage of civil works along the road projects. 
9. Table 1 provides brief information on segments covered under the CRs up to date prepare 
by EM.  
 

Table 1 Description of Segments Covered by Compliance Reports 

 
 

10. Compliance Report No 1 (CR1) covering Segment 1: km 0.9 – km 3.4 and Segment 2: km 
6.1 – km 7.8 was prepared for monitoring and evaluation of the implementation of LARP of E-60 
East-West Highway Improvement Project, Khevi-Ubisa Section F2 relevant to the above-
mentioned section. CR1 dated April 2019 was reviewed and approved by ADB and RD of the MRDI 
of Georgia. The CR2 which covered Segment 3 from km 9.8 to km 11.8 was approved in July 2019. 
The CR3 referred to Segment 4 from 4.8 to km 5.6 was approved in December 2019. CR4 covering 
Segment 5 (km 3.4 - km 4.8), Segment 6 (km 5.8 - km 6.1), Segment 7 (km 7.8 - 8.8), Segment 8 
(km 9.0 - km 9.8) and Segment 9 (km 11.8 – km 11.9) was approved in April 2020. 

11. According to the approved LARP, along the three (3) segments covered under this CR5, 
there were total of thirty-seven (37) project affected land parcels including three (3) sate-owned 
land parcels registered under ownership of Kharagauli Municipality. All three (3) state-owned 
project affected land parcels were directly transferred to RD for road construction purposes. The 
remaining thirty-four (34) land parcels were under private ownership of APs.  

12. In the course of LARP implementation in coordination with APs, Design Engineer and RD 
specialists eliminated project impact from two land parcels, losing for road project purposes a few 
square meters.3 As a result of minor adjustment of ROW both land parcels were released from 
the ROW. Land parcels remained untouched and under private ownership of landowners satisfied 

 
3  Plot # 197 losing 51 sq.m. (2%) and plot # 361 losing 57 sq.m. (6%).  

No of Compliance Report No of 
CR 

Segment 
under CR No 
of Land plots 

Start 
km 

End 
km 

Length 
(km) of 

Segment 

Date of 
ADB 

approval 
Entire Section F2 covered 
under the approved LARP  

n/a n/a 0.0 12.5 12.5 Aug 2018  

Compliance Report No 1 (CR1) CR 1 Segment 1 0.9 3.4 2.5 April 2019 
 CR 1 Segment 2 6.1 7.8 1.7 

Compliance Report No 2 (CR2) CR 2 Segment 3 9.8 11.8 2 July 2019 
Compliance Report No 3 (CR3) CR 3 Segment 4 4.8 5.6 0.8 Dec 2019 
Compliance Report No 4 (CR4) 
 

CR 4 Segment 5 3.4 4.8 1.4 

April 2020 
CR 4 Segment 6 5.8 6.1 0.3 
CR 4 Segment 7 7.8 8.8 1.0 
CR 4 Segment 8 9.0 9.8 0.8 
CR 4 Segment 9 11.8 11.9 0.1 

Compliance Report No 5 (CR5) CR 5    Segment 10 5.6 5.8 0.2 
July 2020 CR 5    Segment 11 8.8 9.0 0.2 

CR 5    Segment 12 11.9 12.5 0.6 
Total     11.6  
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with such solution. The total number of private land parcels reduced to thirty-two (32) among them 
one was owned by legal entity; thirty (30) were registered in the NAPR as private ownership of 
nineteen (19) AHs  (77 AP; among 36 male and 41 female) and the last land parcels was confirmed 
as non-legalizable under the decision of legalization commission, but was used by one4 of the 19 
AHs. 

13.  In the process of LARP implementation number of APs applied to local legalization 
commission to legalize ownership rights to land they claimed under private possession. 
Legalization commission acted in compliance with law requirements and reviewed all supporting 
materials and documents in addition obtained from the State Archive. The applicants were assisted 
by RD in the process of legalization and provided with required cadastre design maps free of 
charge. Five APs were allowed to registered ownership title at the NAPR based the decision of 
local legalization commission.  

14. Only one case was not satisfied by legalization commission. Since the applicant was not 
entitled to legalize legitimate possession to land parcel he claimed for (his total landholding was 
exceeding the established normative area legally defined under relevant law and normative acts 
AP was satisfied to received full compensation for three (3)  project affected land parcels with 
NAPR registration, attached with residential house, supplementary structures, improvements and 
fruit trees and extra cash for the loss of assets attached to this forth (non-legalizable land parcel). 

15. During the LARP implementation RD had to deposit compensation on special account due 
to financial liabilities of two (2) APs. Both APs were restricted to alienate private property due to 
lien of imposed to all their property including project affected land parcels.  Therefore, the amount 
of cash compensation is deposited on special project account and will be issued immediately after 
the APs manage the cases and release lien from their private property. 

16. However, both APs exercised their legitimate right and issued the written statement to RD 
to validate their consent to allowing use of land for civil works related to road construction.  

17. The table below describes the number of project affected land parcels as per the approved 
LARP and final result of LARP implementation along these three (3) segments covered under the 
CR 5.  

Table 2 Land Tenure of Project Affected Land Parcels 
Land Tenure of Project Affected Land 
Parcels 

Under Approved 
LARP 

As per LARP 
Implementation Results 

Private ownership5 33 33 
Released from ROW through impact 
minimization 0 -2 

Possession (non-legalizable) 1 1 
Total of private land plots 34 32 
State 3 3 
Sum  37 35 

 
18. CR5, covers three (3) segments attached with thirty-one (31) private,6 one (1) privately 
used non-legalizable and three (3) State-owned land parcels transferred to RD for road 

 
4  AP was fully compensated for non-land asset, protection hedge at the riverbank.  
5  One AH in addition to privately owned project affected land parcels was also compensated for perennial crops he 

grew plot # 195.  
6  These thirty-one private land parcels registered at the NAPR included two (2) land parcels under lien. The APs 

granted RD with the right to full access, occupation and use for road construction purposes based on the written 
consent issued by the APs. 
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construction purposes. The thirty-five (35) private land parcels owned by 1 legal entity and nineteen 
(19) AHs (77 APs: 36 male and 41 female). 

19. In addition, the CR 5 covers all the land within the boundaries of the ROW covered under 
these three segments.    

20. Privately owned land parcels were acquired base on processed Sales Agreements.  
However, annual crops, rehabilitation allowance to cover relocation cost for physically resettled as 
well as severely affected and vulnerable AHs were based on Compensation Agreements entered 
between the APs and RD. Cash compensation was organized through Bank wire transfer  in 
accordance with the compensation entitlements as provided in the approved LARP.   

21. Although One (1) non-agricultural land parcel was acquired form legal entity, no operating 
business entities were located within these three (3) segments. Therefore, no cases of temporary 
and/or permanent stoppage of business or loss of wages and salaries was experienced along 
these three segments.  

22. Four (4) AHs subject to physical relocation as a result of impact on their residential houses, 
supplementary structures and other improvements, were cash compensated for affected dwellings, 
all attached assets and received one-time allowance for severe impact and relocation allowance.  

23. All nineteen (AHs) experience loss of fruit bearing perennials or annual crops. Eight AHs 
received cash compensation for more than one project affected land parcel and assets attached 
thereto.  

24. This compliance report covers all affected areas located along these three (3) segments 
covered by the LARP. Throughout this report, this section will be referred to CR 5 for three (3) 
segments. 
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II. METHODOLOGY 
 

25. The external monitoring process entailed triangulated approach for monitoring of LARP 
preparation, implementation and post-implementation activities. In order to assess whether the 
resettlement has been implemented as stipulated in LARP, desk review (secondary data analysis) 
and field surveys (face to face, in-depth interviews) were conducted.  

26. The information about the compensations paid to APs was collected from four (4) different 
sources. (1) Initial detailed compensation matrix prepared in scopes of the LARP that includes the 
planned compensations for the APs. (2) The final compensation matrix used by RDMRDI in the 
process of the implementation (the final compensation tables in most cases are similar to initial 
compensation tables; however is few cases the final ones include all revisions of the 
compensations occurred during the implementation process). (3) Contracts with APs – Prepared 
by RD that represents the full list of contracts signed in scope of the LARP and, (4) Payment Orders 
– The payment orders represent the list of the payments made by RDMRDI financial department; 
the list includes the amount transferred to APs, as well as the date of the payment.  

27. The satisfaction survey was done through qualitative study due to the small sample size. 
28. Survey sample selection was based on the approach to cover all types of project impact, 
such as APs losing several land parcels and APs with only one project affected land parcel; APs 
subject to physical resettlement as a result of loss of residential dwelling. Special attention was 
paid to female landowners, vulnerable and severely affected APs/AHs, meaning that EM was 
focused to meet in person all located vulnerable and severely affected AHs. Along this segment 
there were ten (10) severely affected and none of vulnerable AHs.  

29. In addition, the survey sample included APs with different category7 of project affected 
land, as agricultural, non-agricultural and rural residential designation. Out of the total 19 APs 
affected by the project along these three segments ten (10) tentatively selected APs were 
interviewed. All ten (10) APs, (representing 10 AHs) permanent residents of the project affected 
villages. Out of ten, eight APs were met in person for face-to-face interview undertaken on July 9, 
2020 using semi-structured questionnaire. Two (2) APs, who could not be located during the field 
visits, were interviewed through telephone conversation undertaken on July 12 and 14, 2020. In 
total ten (10) APs representing ten (10) AHs were interviewed during preparation of the CR 5.    

30. In general, during survey and data analyses special attention is always given to severely 
affected and vulnerable groups with the objective to confirm that they were adequately addressed 
during LARP preparation and implementation. However, along these three (3) segments no 
vulnerable AHs have been identified. 

31. According to the LARP budget along these three (3) segments there are four (4) females 
recorded as the landowners of seven (7) project affected land parcels. Their family members are 
not recorded in the NAPR as co-owners.  However, these women live with their adult family 
members and do not fall in the category of female breadwinners or female headed households.  

32. As per severe impact, in total there are ten (10) severely affected AHs along these three 
segments. Issuance of compensation for severe impact was confirmed through bank statements 
verifying issuance of cash compensation. All severely affected AHs were included in the sample 
size and interviewed. Eight (8) were met during face-to-face interview during the field visit. The 
other two (2) were interviewed telephone call.  

 
7  Some of project affected land parcels were evaluated as non-residential, however none of them were attached with 

commercial facilities and no operating business was affected either.  
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33. Besides the feedback received through interviews the issuance of one-time allowances 
for vulnerability, severe impact and relocation was confirmed through the copies of Bank 
Statements provided by RD accounting department. Table 3 below indicates the distribution of 
sampling according to types of impact and interview format.  

 
Table 3 AP Satisfaction Surveys Results 

  
34. Qualitative Study included the in-depth interviews with the APs using the unstructured 
interview guide.8 The in-depth interviews were conducted with six affected households in the 
frames of qualitative study. Besides, in-depth interviews were conducted with the Mayor 
Representatives in Boriti, Vetrkvichala, Sakasria and Khunevi and employees of Tbilisi office of 
the Roads Department of the Ministry of Regional Development and Infrastructure being in charge 
of negotiations with APs and processing sales/compensation agreements. 

35. Grievance log prepared by RDMRDI was reviewed in order to understand the nature of 
the registered grievances and the follow up actions taken by the RDMRDI.  
  

 
8  Sometimes called informal interviews. An interview schedule might not be used, and even if one is used, they will 

contain open-ended questions that can be asked in any order. Some questions might be added/missed as 
the Interview progresses. 

Description  
No 
of 

Parcels 
AHs 

No of APs 
Interviewed 
by Phone 

No of APs 
Respondents 

of Face-to-Face 
Interview 

Total of 
Interviewed 

APs 

% of 
interviewed 

AHs 

Acquired private land 
parcels  32 19 2 8 10 52.63 

Physical relocation 
due to affected 
residential Structures 

4 4 2 1 3 75 

Parcels with affected 
fruit trees 27 16 2 8 10 62.5 

Affected crop 6 5 1 3 4  
Vulnerable AHs 0 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Women Headed AHs 0 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Land parcels owned 
by females  7 4 1 2 3 75 

Severely Affected 
AHs 10 10 2 8 10 100 

Business 
stoppage/loss of 
wages  

0 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
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III. COMPLIANCE WITH LARP COMPENSATION 
 

1. Entitlements 
 

36. The entitlement matrix as specified in the approved LARP is reproduced in the following 
pages. 
 

Table 4 Entitlement Matrix 

Type of Loss Application Definition of AH/APs Compensation Entitlements 
Land 

 
Agricultural 
Land: 
Permanent land 
loss, access or 
damage. 
 
 

AP losing 
productive 
land 
regardless of 
impact 
severity  

Registered 
Owner/Legal: 
Owner with full 
registration  
 

Cash compensation at full replacement cost 
based on current market value. If the residual plot 
becomes nonviable for cultivation, the project will 
acquire it if the owner so desire. 

Legalizable Owner: 
(APs with title 
formalization pending and 
APs who are not 
registered but legitimately 
use the land and have 
residential land or 
agricultural plots adjacent 
to the residential land) 

The ownership rights of these APs will be 
recognized, the land registered in NAPR and the 
APs provided with cash compensation at full 
replacement cost.  Registration costs will be paid 
by the Project. 

Non-legal/Informal 
Settler: 
APs that are not 
legitimate land users or 
squatters  

Non-legalizable APs losing agricultural land plot, 
which is the only land plot owned by AH and 
provides main source of income for AH, will be 
compensated with one time allowances in cash 
equal to 1 year of minimum subsistence9 
allowance. 

  Agricultural Tenant 
 

Full Compensation of income of lost crops x the 
remaining years     (up to 4 years) of lease.  In 
case of tenancy no crop compensation will be 
given to the land owner. 

Non-Agricultural 
Land 

AP losing 
their 
commercial/r
esidential 
land  

Registered 
Owner/Legal: 
(Owner with full 
registration) 

Cash compensation at full replacement cost.   

Legalizable Owner: 
(The owners legalizable 
according to active 
legislation) 

The ownership rights of these APs will be 
recognized, the land registered in NAPR and the 
APs provided with cash compensation at full 
replacement cost. Registration costs will be paid 
by the Project. 

 
9  Minimum subsistence allowance: the amount will be checked and updated, if required, at the time of compensation, 

to reflect current rate. 
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Type of Loss Application Definition of AH/APs Compensation Entitlements 
Non-legal/Informal 
Settler 
 (Without registration/valid 
documents using land 
permanently.) 

Non-legalizable APs losing land plot, which is the 
only land plot used for residence or providing 
main source of income for AH, will be 
compensated with one time self-relocation 
allowances in cash equal to 1 year of minimum 
subsistence allowance. 

Temporary 
Impact on land 
plot  

N/A N/A Temporary land impacts will be compensated 
based on the productive value of the plot during 
the period of impact and after their use will be re-
established by the EA at the pre-impact 
productive conditions. 

Buildings and Structures 
 
Residential and 
non-residential 
structures 
/assets 

 All AHs regardless of their 
legal ownership 
/registration status 
(including legalizable and 
Informal Settlers) 

Cash compensation for building/structures losses 
at full replacement costs free of depreciation and 
transaction costs 

Loss Of Community Infrastructure/Common Property Resources 
 
Loss of common 
property 
resources 

Community 
/Public 
Assets 

Community 
/Government 

Reconstruction of the lost resource/asset in 
consultation with community and restoration of 
their functions 

Loss of Income and Livelihood 
 
Crops Standing 

crops 
affected or 
affected 
agricultural 
land, used 
permanently 
for crop 
cultivation. 

All APs regardless of 
legal status (including 
legalizable and Informal 
Settlers) 

Crop compensation in cash at market rate by 
default at to gross crop value of expected 
harvest. 

Trees Trees 
affected  

All APs regardless of 
legal status (including 
legalizable and Informal 
Settlers) 

Cash compensation at market rate on the basis 
of type, age and productive value of the trees.  
(Based on the expected yield of the tree, 
multiplied by the number of years required to 
grow a tree of equivalent productivity). 

Business 
/Employment 

Business 
/employment 
loss 

All APs regardless of 
legal status (including 
legalizable and Informal 
Settlers)  

Owner:  
(i) (permanent impact) cash indemnity of 1 year 
net income or in the absence of income proof, 
one time minimum subsistence allowance in cash 
up to 12 months;  
(ii) (Temporary impact) cash indemnity of net 
income for months of business stoppage. 
Assessment to be based on tax declaration or, in 
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Type of Loss Application Definition of AH/APs Compensation Entitlements 
its absence, minimum subsistence allowance for 
months of business stoppage; 
Permanent worker/employees: indemnity for lost 
wages equal to one time minimum subsistence 
allowance in cash for 3 months. Business income 
shall also cover all individual value-added 
activities beyond direct consumption/sale of 
agricultural produce (i.e. informal business 
activities at household level which are currently 
unaccounted for due to the lack of economic 
activity data for the affected populations). There 
will be a verification process during the LARP 
implementation to fully account for such activities. 

Allowances 
Severe Impacts >10% 

income loss 
All severely affected AHs 
including informal settlers 

Agricultural income: 1 additional crop 
compensation for 1 year’s yield of affected land 
and/or, for other incomes: an allowance 
covering 3 months of minimum subsistence. 

Relocation 
/Shifting 
 

Transport 
/transition 
costs 

All AHs to be relocated An allowance covering transport and livelihood 
expenses for the transitional period. (200 GEL as 
vehicle hire charge + minimum subsistence 
allowance x 3 months.  

Vulnerable 
People 
Allowances 

 Particularly 
disadvantaged 
Households who might 
suffer disproportionately 
or face the risk of being 
marginalized from the 
effects of land acquisition 
and resettlement. These 
are; (i) female-headed 
households with and/or 
without  dependents; (ii) 
disabled household 
heads; (iii) poor 
households as defined by 
the official poverty line; 
(iv) elderly households 
with no means of support; 
(v) households without 
security of tenure; (vi) 
cultural or ethnic 
minorities; and (vii) 
refugees or internally 
displaced people. 

One time minimum subsistence allowance in 
cash for 3 months and employment priority in 
project-related jobs where feasible 
Additional assistance in kind will be provided to 
facilitate relocation or transition – this may include 
(logistics, relocation planning, and assistance 
with replacement housing search, as 
appropriate).  

Unforeseen 
impacts during 

Impacts 
during 

All APs Due compensation to be assessed and paid 
when the impacts are identified based on the 
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Type of Loss Application Definition of AH/APs Compensation Entitlements 
construction, 
including 
temporary 
impacts and 
impacts on 
livelihoods not 
otherwise 
assessed. 

construction 
to properties 
or assets  
out of the 
corridor of 
impact or 
RoW 

above provisions and on the requirements of 
SPS 2009. 

Impacts related 
to spoil disposal 
areas and 
construction 
camps. 

Temporary 
or 
permanent 
impacts  

APs using affected 
pasture lands 

Adequate livelihood assistance for loss of hay 
and grazing grounds, if any, will be assessed and 
provided during implementation.  

 

2. Corrections to the LARP 
 

37. It was planned that along these three (3) segments in total forty-nine (46) private land plots 
would be affected under the LARP for Section F2. These figures were updated during actual LARP 
implementation when LAR Team of the RD examined NAPR records against the data provided in 
the LARP detailed budget. All changes and need for additional corrections keep emerging during 
the actual implementation of LARP, the RD keeps updating Initial Detailed Compensation in the 
course of LARP implementation segment by segment.  

38. These changes applicable to the given three (3) segments are reflected in the comparison 
tables provided in this report. The updated version of Initial Detailed Compensation table will be 
presented in the FINAL Compliance Report covering all Segments of Section F2 upon the 
completion of LARP implementation.  

39. The relevant three (3) segments of the Section F2 of the project, covered under this CR, 
planned to impact in total on thirty-two (32) privately owned and possessed land parcels from 
nineteen (19) AHs composing (77 APs: 36 male and 41 female). Of these 32 land parcels, 31 were 
registered in the NAPR under private ownership of 19 AHs. One land parcel without NAPR 
registration was under possession of one of the 19 AHs.  

40. The land user AP10 applied to NAPR to obtain ownership title to the project affected land 
parcel being used without registered title. The AP was assisted by RD in legalization procedures. 
He was provided with required cadastre design map for free. Legalization commission carried out 
title search, obtained all supporting materials and official records from the State Archive and 
concluded that the applicant already owned under private ownership full amount of land allocated 
during the land reform. The cumulative area of land the applicant claimed for could not be added 
with extra land parcel as the area he claimed exceeded legally allowed extra 1% surplus to area 
of land originally allocated to the AH.  

41. This land parcel without NAPR registration was confirmed as non-legalizable land parcel 
and acquired from the AP11 through compensation agreement, after issuance of compensation 

 
10 The AP who applied for legalization is one of the 19 AHs who received full compensation including land for project 

affected other land parcels registered in the NAPR.  
11  The applicant was not granted ownership title to the extra land parcel. Therefore, in compliance with LARP 

stipulations, in agreement with AP, the RD processed Compensation Agreement and issued compensation for 
affected perennials and annual crops grown on this plot. In addition, the same AP received full cash compensation 
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for project affected assets except land. This land parcel was directly transferred to RD ownership 
for road construction purposes.  

42. In addition, along these three (3) segments three (3) State-owned land parcels were 
registered in the NAPR under the ownership of Kharagauli Municipality. All three State-owned land 
parcels were directly transferred to the RD for road construction purposes.  

43. The following table below represents the number and the impacted area of the land plots, 
as well as the number of AHs included in LARP Section F2 and the corresponding numbers 
covered under CR 1, CR 2, CR 3, CR 4 and CR 5.   

Table 5 Summary of LAR Impacts Over Private Land Parcels and Assets Subdivided 
According to Completed Segments and Pending Acquisitions 

Description  No of 
Land 
Plots 

No of 
AHs 

No of 
APs 

Impacted 
Area 

(sq.m.) 

AH with 
Physical 

Relocation 

Vulnerable 
AHs 

Entire Section F2 (12.5 km) covered 
by the approved LARP  

361 213 887 474,514 51 41 

Among them: Segments with Completed LAR Actions 
Segment 1 (km 0.9-km 3.4) CR1  22 13 47 27,909 4 3 
Segment 2 (km 6.1-km 7.8) CR 1 8 7 25 21,211 6 0 
Segment 3 (km 9.8 - km 11.8) CR 2 22 12 45 27,324 0 1 
Segment 4 (km 4.8-km 5.6) CR 3 51 22 62 67,956 5 4 
Segment 5 (km 3.8-4.8) CR 4 59 31 56 55,917 4 6 
Segment 6 (km 5.8-6.1) CR 4 22 11 30 29,285 3 3 
Segment 7 (km 7.8-8.8) CR 4 14 9 11 16,723 6 0 
Segment 8 (km 9.0-9.8) CR 4 84 37 51 101,341 6 3 
Segment 9 (km 11.8 - km 11.9) CR 4 1 1 4 9,871 1 1 
Sub-total of Four CRs  283 143 331 357,537 35 13 
Segment 10 (km 5.6 - 5.8) CR 5 15 7 35 25,357 4 0 
Segment 11 (km 8.8-9.0) CR 5 3 3 9 1,373 0 0 
Segment 12 (km 11.9-12.5) CR 5 14 9 33 12,649 0 0 
Sub-total of CR5  32 19 77 38,473 4 0 
Total of all five CRs  315 162 408 396,010 39 14 
Pending LAR Activities 46 51 479 78,504 12 27 

 

44. The following segments describe the compensation measures stipulated in LARP in 
comparison to the actual compensation tallies. Sub-chapters include land compensations, 
compensations for perennial and annual crops, residential houses/apartments, auxiliary structures 
as well as fences. The section also covers the comparison between the allowances (allowances 
were entitled to vulnerable AHs, losing more than 10% of the assets/severe impact and allowance 
for relocation costs in case of losing the residential house/apartment) as stipulated in the approved 
LARP and the compensations already delivered to the AHs. 
 

 
for land, affected structures and assets attached to other three project affected land parcels (# 189, # 190 and #194) 
registered in the NAPR under private ownership of the AP. 
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3. Land Comparison with LARP 
 

45. This CR 5 covers the total of thirty-two (32) private land plots with total area of 38,473 
square meters acquired from 19 AHs, one (1) land parcel (371 sq.m.) of non-legalizable land 
parcels used by AP and 1,524 sq.m. of three state land parcels.  

46. The table below describes the land categories and the unit rates of each type of land as 
stipulated in LARP for Section F2.  
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Table 6 Land Categories and compensation unit rates 

No Land Categories Unit Rate 
(GEL/sq. m) 

1 Arable agricultural land  6 
2 Agricultural residential land  15 
3 Non-agricultural land  25 

4 State and Non legalizable land 0 
 

47. The table below describes the land plots disaggregated by the land categories as 
stipulated by LARP and describes the compensation for the land as planned under the LARP and 
versus the implementation of the LARP. The table shows that acquisition of two (2) agricultural 
land parcels is still pending. Acquisition of these two land parcels are temporarily on hold due to 
above described conditions, lien imposed to these land parcels is caused as a result of financial 
liabilities both APs are imposed to.  

48. However, these two (2) AHs have already received cash compensation for other project 
affected land parcels.  
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6 20 11 17,765 106,590 20 11 17,765 106,590 18 11  17,180   103,080  2 2 585 3,510 

15 9 6 19,824 297,360 9 6 19,824 297,360 9 6  19,824   297,360  0 0 0 0 

25 2 2 513 12,825 2 2 513 12,825 2 2  513   12,825  0 0 0 0 

0    412  1,895 0    4  1,895 0 4   1,895   -    0 0 0 0 

 35 19 39,997 416,775 35 19 39,997 416,775 33 19  39,412   413,265  2 2 585 3,510 

 

Comparison with LARP 
49. Important to highlight that several APs/AHs owned and/or possessed more than one 
project affected land parcel, causing the difference between the numbers of project affected private 
land parcels and AHs.  

 
12 Among these four (4) land parcels, three (3) are state-owned and one (1) is non-legalizable plots used by one of the 

above stated 19 AHs.  
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Table 8 Reconciliation of Land Impacts 

Land tenure of project affected land parcels covered under 
CR 5: Segments 9, 10 and 11  

Total No 
of 

Parcels 
Total of 

AHs Sq.m. 

Land parcels registered in NAPR acquired from APs based on 
Sales Agreements and full compensation covering land and 
improvements 

29 19 37,517 

Private land parcels (with lien imposed) 2 213 585 
Non-legalizable land parcels acquired by RD through 
Compensation Agreements and compensation APs for all 
improvements except land 

1 114 371 

State-owned  3 N/A 1,524 
Total 35 1915 39,997 

 

50. One (1) non-legalizable project affected land parcel being under private possession was 
acquired through processing compensation agreement and the AP received cash compensation 
for project affected assets only.  
 
Compliance  

51. For the Segments 10, 11 and 12 covered by this CR 5, all compensation for land has been 
paid in accordance with the approved LARP and the requirements of ADB SPS 2009. 
 

a) Buildings and Structures 

52. The LARP stipulates that residential, auxiliary buildings and commercial buildings are cash 
compensated at full replacement cost free of depreciation and transaction costs. 

53. Along these segments in total four (4) land parcels owned by four (4) AHs are attached 
with project affected residential houses and the amount of cash compensation allocated in 
accordance with the approved LARP was issued to the APs through Sales Agreements.  
 
Comparison with LARP 

54. The table below describes the compensation for the four (4) project affected residential 
houses owned by four (4) AHs as stipulated in the approved LARP, compared to compensation 
database and actually delivered to AHs. As it can be seen from the table below project affected 
structures were fully compensated and amounts wire-transferred to APs individual bank accounts.  
 

 

 
13 Both AHs were cash compensated of other project affected land parcels, therefore should not be added to the total 

number of 19 AHs.  
14 This one (1) AH is already included in the total number of 19 AHs as in line with non-legalizable land parcel they were 

compensated for other affected land parcels with NAPR registration.  
15 Nineteen (19) is the total number of AHs along these three segments without double counting.  
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Table 9 Overall Compensation for Project Affected Residential Houses 

LARP Database/CR5 Compensation Database/ 
CR5 Actual Delivered/CR 5 Remaining/CR 5 

No of 
AHs 

Compensation 
GEL 

No of 
AHs 

Compensation 
GEL 

No of 
AHs 

Compensation 
GEL 

No of 
AHs 

Compensation 
GEL 

4 679,360 4 679,360 4 679,360 0 0 
 

Comparison with LARP 
55. The table below describes the compensation for the supplementary structures attached to 
three (3) project affected land parcels owned by three (3) AHs as stipulated in the approved LARP, 
compared to compensation database and actually delivered to AHs. As it can be seen from the 
table below, project affected supplementary structures were fully compensated and amounts wire-
transferred to APs individual bank accounts.  
 

Table 10 Overall Compensation for Project Affected Supplementary Structures 

LARP Database/CR5 Compensation Database/ 
CR5 Actual Delivered/CR5 Remaining/CR5 

No of 
AHs 

Compensation 
GEL 

No of 
AHs 

Compensation 
GEL 

No of 
AHs 

Compensation 
GEL 

No of 
AHs 

Compensation 
GEL 

3 49,085 3 49,085 3 49,085 0 0 
 

Comparison with LARP 
56. The table below describes the compensation for other various types of improvements 
attached to ten (10) project affected land parcels owned by nine (9) AHs as stipulated in the 
approved LARP, compared to compensation database and actually delivered to AHs.  
 

Table 11 Overall Compensation for Project Affected Other Improvements 

LARP Database/CR5 Compensation Database/ 
CR5 Actual Delivered/CR5 Remaining/CR5 

No of 
AHs 

Compensation 
GEL 

No of 
AHs 

Compensation 
GEL 

No of 
AHs 

Compensation 
GEL 

No of 
AHs 

Compensation 
GEL 

9 13,814 9 13,814 9 13,814 0 0 
 

 Comparison with LARP 

57. The table below describes the compensation issued to for project affected fences and 
gates attached to thirteen (13) project affected land parcels owned by nine (9) AHs.   
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Table 12.a Overall Compensation for Project Affected Fences and Gates 

LARP Database/CR5 Compensation Database/ 
CR5 Actual Delivered/CR5 Remaining/CR5 

No of 
AHs 

Compensation 
GEL 

No of 
AHs 

Compensation 
GEL 

No of 
AHs 

Compensation 
GEL 

No of 
AHs 

Compensation 
GEL 

9 9,738 9 9,738 9 9,738 0 0 
 

Compliance  
58. For the Segments 9, 10 and 11 covered by this CR 5, compensation for all project affected 
structures, such as residential houses, auxiliary/supplementary structures, and all other 
improvements, as well as fences and gates were fully cash compensated in accordance with the 
approved LARP and in accordance with the requirements of SPS 2009.  

 

b) Annual Crops 
 
Comparison with LARP 

59. Assessment confirmed that five (5) AHs received compensation for grew annual crops 
grown five (5) agricultural affected land parcels. In total, all five (5) AHs were cash compensated 
for the loss of annual crops.   
 

Table 13 Compensation for Annual Crops 

LARP Database/CR5 Compensation 
Database/ CR5 Actual Delivered/CR5 Remaining/CR5 

No of 
AHs 

Compensation 
GEL 

No of 
AHs 

Compensation 
GEL 

No of 
AHs 

Compensation 
GEL 

No of 
AHs 

Compensation 
GEL 

5 1,511 5 1,511 5 1,511 0 0 
 

Compliance  
60. The number of AHs eligible for cash compensation for annual crops did not experience 
any change or alternation. All compensation for annual crops has been paid in accordance with 
the approved LARP and in accordance with the requirements of SPS 2009.  
 

c) Fruit Bearing Perennials  
 

61. In total nineteen (19) AHs were eligible for compensation for fruit bearing perennials 
standing on twenty thirty-five (35) project affected land parcels of arable agricultural (26 parcels), 
agricultural residential (7 parcels), commercial (1 parcel).  
 
Comparison with LARP 

62. The number of AHs eligible cash compensation for the loss of fruit-bearing perennials did 
not experience any change or alternation. However, One AH will receive compensation for fruit 
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trees once the imposed lien is eliminated and RD acquires this land parcels. Meanwhile, this same 
AH was fully cash commentated for other project affected land parcel.  
 

Table 14 Compensation for Fruit Bearing Perennials 

LARP Database/CR5 Compensation 
Database/ CR5 Actual Delivered/CR5 Remaining/CR5 

No of 
AHs 

Compensation 
GEL 

No of 
AHs 

Compensation 
GEL 

No of 
AHs 

Compensation 
GEL 

No of 
AHs 

Compensation 
GEL 

16 288,021 16 288,021 15 287,428 116 593 
 
Compliance  

63.  In accordance with the approved LARP and in accordance with the requirements of SPS 
2009, along the Segments 10, 11 and 12 covered by this CR 5, all 19 AHs received cash 
compensation, and in agreements with AH the remaining 593 GEL will be paid once the lien liability 
is officially removed.   
 

d) Allowances 
 

64. According to the LARP there are three kinds of one-time allowances applicable to the 
approved LARP. They are as follow: allowances for severe impacts, relocation/shifting, and 
vulnerability.  

 
Severe Impacts Allowance 

65. The LARP estimated ten (10) AHs as eligible for severe impact allowance along these 
three (3) segments. All 10 AHs received one-time allowance for severe impact as stipulated in the 
approved LARP. The table below shows the status of issuance severe impact allowances to AHs 
affected along each of three (3) segments covered under this CR 5. 
 

Table 15 Allowance for Severe Impact 

LARP Database/CR5 Compensation  
Database/ CR5 Actual Delivered/CR5 Remaining/CR5 

No of 
AHs 

Compensation 
GEL 

No of 
AHs 

Compensation 
GEL 

No of 
AHs 

Compensation 
GEL 

No of 
AHs 

Compensation 
GEL 

10 10,574 10 10,574 10 10,574 0 0 
 
Compliance 

66. For the Segments 10, 11 and 12 covered by this CR 5, all compensation for severe impact 
has been compensated in accordance with the approved LARP and in accordance with the 
requirements of SPS 2009. 

 
16 The amount of cash compensation is deposited on special account and will be issued as soon as the lien is released 

and AP is eligible to alienate the land parcel.  
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Relocation Allowance 

67. All four (4) AHs were cash compensated for affected residential houses, supplementary 
structures. In addition, all eligible AHs received compensation for improvements such as fences, 
gates, barns and other assets, such ancillary structures.  

68. Since four (4) AHs experienced physical displacement, they were issued relocation 
allowances as well, as shown in the table below.  
 

Table 16 Allowance for Physical Relocation 
 

 

Compliance 
69. For the segments 10, 11 and 12 covered by CR 5 relocation allowance was fully paid  in 
accordance with the approved LARP and the requirements of ADB SPS 2009.  
 
Vulnerability Allowance 

70. Under the approve LARP vulnerable AHs are identified based on several criteria. 
According to the LARP, poor households (receiving government subsidies) and women headed 
households, are considered to be vulnerable households. Households with members with 
disabilities or people in pension age had to receive the allowance only if they were economically 
marginal (scored at or below 70,000 points by respective social protection agency of Georgia).  

71. Along these three (3) segments the no vulnerable AHs are identified as shown in the table 
below.  

 
Table 17 Reconciliation of Vulnerability Allowances 

LARP Database/CR5 Compensation 
Database/ CR5 Actual Delivered/CR5 Remaining/CR5 

No of 
AH 

Compensation 
GEL 

No of 
AHs 

Compensation 
GEL 

No of 
AHs 

Compensation 
GEL 

No of 
AHs 

Compensation 
GEL 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 

72. Additional desk review as well as field study was carried out in order to recheck the 
eligibility for vulnerability criteria of AHs. As stated above, it was confirmed that the female 
landowners are not breadwinners, and no female headed households were affected along these 
segments. 
 

 

LARP Database/CR5 Compensation 
Database/ CR5 Actual Delivered/CR5 Remaining/CR5 

No of 
AHs 

Compensation 
GEL 

No of 
AHs 

Compensation 
GEL 

No of 
AHs 

Compensation 
GEL 

No of 
AHs 

Compensation 
GEL 

4 5,030  4 5,030  4 5,030  0 0 
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Compliance 

73. For the three (3) segments covered by this CR 5, all eligible AHs received additional 
rehabilitation allowances in accordance with the approved LARP, the requirements of SPS 2009 
and applicable laws of Georgia. 
 

e) Business Stoppage   
 

74. No cases of business stoppage (permanent / temporary or loss of wages/salaries) is 
confirmed along these three (3) segments. Therefore, no cash compensation was due for such 
category of impact.  
 

f) Additional Compensation 
 

75. In addition to cash compensations envisaged in the approved LARP registration of land 
and assets transaction registration costs were fully covered by the RD.  
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IV. GRIEVANCE REDRESS 
 

76. According to LARP a grievance mechanism has been established to allow an AP 
appealing any disagreeable decision, practice or activity arising from land or other assets 
compensation, or any other aspect of project implementation. 

77. A Grievance Redress Committee (GRC) has been established at the community level 
(village/community authority) to resolve complaints and grievances through community 
participation. The Local Grievance Redress Committee (GRC) was established on 14 June 2016, 
to receive written as well as verbal grievances. The GRC has been formed with representatives 
from RDMRDI, local Gamgeoba, APs, women APs, and appropriate local NGOs to allow voices of 
the affected communities to be heard and ensure a participatory decision-making process.  

78. The complaints and grievances from the APs are being addressed through the process 
described in the table below.  
 

Table 18 Grievance Resolution Process 

Steps Action Level Process 

Step 1 Contract 
agreement 

At the negotiation level, if any grievances arise, solutions acceptable to both 
local LAR Team and the APs will be sought. If any aggrieved AP is not 
satisfied with the solutions, the next option will be to lodge grievances to the 
GRC. 

Step 2 GRC 
resolution 

 If the grievance is not solved at the previous level, the rayon level LAR 
representative will assist the aggrieved APs to formally lodge the grievances 
with the respective GRCE at Rayon level. The aggrieved APs will lodge the 
complaint if there is failure of negotiation at village level and produce 
documents supporting his/her claim. 

 The GRCE member secretary will review the complaint and prepare a Case 
File for GRCE hearing and resolution. A formal hearing will be held with the 
GRCE at a date fixed by the GRCE member secretary in consultation with 
Convenor and the aggrieved APs. 

 On the date of hearing, the aggrieved AP will appear before the GRCE at the 
village office and produce evidence in support of his/her claim. The member 
secretary will note down the statements of the complainant and document all 
proof. 

 The decisions will be issued by the Convenor and signed by other members of 
the GRCE. The case record will be communicated to the complainant AP by 
the LAR Team at the village level. 

 The grievance redress at this step shall be completed within 4 weeks. 

Step 3 Decision from 
central 
RDMRDI 

If any aggrieved AP is unsatisfied with the GRCE decision at Rayon level, the 
next option will be to lodge grievances to the Grievance Redress Commission 
(GRCN) at the Resettlement Division at RDMRDI at the national level within 2 
weeks after receiving the decision from GRCE. The complainants must 
produce documents supporting his/her claim. The GRCN will review the GRCE 
hearing records and convey its decisions to the aggrieved APs within 4 weeks 
after receiving the complaint. 
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Steps Action Level Process 

Step 4 Decision from 
court 

If a grievance redress system fail to satisfy the aggrieved APs, they can pursue 
further action by submitting their case to the appropriate court of law (Local 
Court).In case, if the ruling by the court is below the market price assessed 
through the open market survey earlier, RDMRDI will provide additional funds 
to ensure that compensation provided reflects full replacement cost. 

 

79. According to the quantitative survey results, all the APs were informed about grievance 
redress procedures as well as who to address in case of any complaint. 

80. During the field visit two households mentioned that temporary arrangement of potable 
water supply pipes sometimes get damaged. They confirmed that construction company timely 
fixes when such damage occurs.  

81. No complaints are filed from the segments covered under this CR5.  
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V. INFORMATION DISSEMINATION AND PUBLIC CONSULTATIONS 
 

82. Study results show that all respondents confirmed that their family members who attended 
public consultation meetings were provided with a hard copy of the Information Pamphlets to share 
with their family members and APs who, due to personal reasons could not attend the scheduled 
public consultation meetings held commencing from the very early stages of the project preparation 
process, mainly in May and June, and later in November 2018. 

83. All ten (10) interviewed AHs noted that during the public meetings they were well-
acquainted with the project and LARP information; additionally, they had the opportunity to review 
the project design, and were provided an opportunity to ask project related questions and an 
assurance of receiving required and appropriate feedback.  

84. Based on the EMC assessment, the APs, at the time of the feasibility study, were also 
individually consulted during the conduct of the preliminary LARP investigations. The same 
occurred during the time of conducting the AP census, the socioeconomic survey, the detailed 
impacts measurement survey, and the final design phase.  
 

1. Expropriation 
 

85. No cases of expropriation were required along these three segments in the process of 
LARP implementation.   
 

2. Status of Vacating and Clearance of ROW  
 

86. 100% of the land covered by this CR 5 is vacated by AHs, including two (2) land parcels 
under lien based on written consent of APs were transferred to RD to take full access.  
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VI. SURVEY OF APS 
 

1. Satisfaction Survey 
 

87. In total, ten (10) APs representing 10 AHs out of 19 AHs (over 52 %) were interviewed 
through face-to-face and telephone conversation. Face-to-face interview covered eight (8) APs 
representing eight (8) project affected households. Out of four 17  APs subject to physical 
resettlement and who had already vacated their dwellings two were reached through telephone 
conversation. Two AH purchased residential dwelling in the same area and remained to live in the 
same village.  

88. All ten (10) interviewed APs stated they were well aware of their rights and responsibilities, 
as well as the entitlements under LARP and grievance redress mechanism. They confirmed the 
information was delivered to them through the public meetings and individual consultations in the 
course of project implementation process.  

89. Representatives of local government are actively involved in the process of LARP 
implementation, as well as grievance redress process on local level.  
 

2. Lessons Learned 
 

90. The following objectives were achieved during the LARP Compliance Review: 
a. The IA implemented the LAR procedures and process based on the approach specified 

by the LARP prepared in accordance with the ADB Safeguard Policy Statement 2009 
and legislation of Georgia;  

b. Local community within the project influence area is well aware of the road construction 
project, rights and responsibilities of the Construction Company as well as rights and 
responsibilities of local population and APs; 

c. APs largely benefited with job opportunities during civil works.  

d. The APs were well informed about the possibility to utilize GRM procedures in case of 
claims or grievances. However, all interviewed APs stated that they did not face any 
need for applying to GRC to receive cash compensation during the LARP 
implementation procedures; 

e. The IA processed the compensation without any tax deductions; 

f. Information disclosure and public consultation tasks were well organized;  

g. All project affected land parcels were acquired with simplicity and the acceptance of the 
APs, with no expropriation of assets being required; and 

 
17 One acquired property and settled down in Akhaltsikhe in vicinity of his son’s family. One AH moved to Tbilisi, and 

the third purchased residential dwelling in the save village but further from the road project area. 
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h. The breakdown of compensation items are now provided in the sales and compensation 
agreements, allowing AP to have clear understanding of composition of compensation 
package and project affected assets being compensated.   

91. The monitoring process confirmed several achievements established based on the 
lessons learned, as follows:  

i. Specific attention is paid by RD to identifying and verifying vulnerable households during 
the LARP implementation process and one-time allowance is issued if any additional 
vulnerable AHs are identified in the course of the project cycle.  

ii. Since the LARP envisaged the cash compensation and there, is no resettlement site, 
the IA maintains data-set of APs with the contact details (mainly valid phone numbers) 
to facilitate the monitoring process.  

iii. For comparison purposes, the IA provides the contracts and copies of Payment Orders 
issued by the Accounting Department to ease the process of tracking down issuance of 
compensations payments and breakdown according to Land Sales and Compensations 
Agreements.  

iv. Attaching more detailed breakdown (detailed description of the assets under the 
impacts) of compensations to contracts of the APs has increased the transparency of 
the compensations assigned to APs.  

v. Commencement of road construction activities are not yet permitted unit this CR is 
accepted and No Objection issued by ADB.  
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

92. Based on the elaborated assessment above, the undertaken activities and the results 
achieved by the LARP process along the three (3) road segments of Section F2 is implemented in 
accordance with ADB SPS 2009 and the approved LARP.  

93. All affected plots, other affected items therein, and the additional rehabilitation allowances, 
have all been addressed accordingly, fully paid-out, and as per required circumstances, were 
deposited on special project account18 as required and stipulated under the approved LARP. 

94. As the results were also confirmed by the AP in the satisfaction survey, the EMC 
concludes that the RD managed LARP implementation in compliance the approved LARP, ADB 
SPS 2009, and relevant laws of Georgia and acquired access to the total of thirty-five19 (35)  land 
parcels located along tree Segments covered under this CR5.  

95.  No civil works and road construction activities have commenced in these segments prior 
to acceptance this CR and issuance of ADB no objection.  

96. According to survey findings, the EMC recommends ADB consideration of granting ‘No 
Objection’ and approval of the commencement of required civil works along these five (5) 
segments of the road Project. 

97. Based on the above conclusions this CR5 establishes the conditions of readiness to start 
the implementation of early civil works along these three (3) road segments, such as Segment 10 
(km 5.6 - km 5.8), Segment 11 (km 8.8 - 9.0), and Segment 12 (km 11.9 - km 12.5) of E60 East-
West Highway Improvement Project, Khevi-Ubisa Section F2 and recommends the request to ADB 
of a letter of no objection to initiate road construction works. 

 
18 Amount of compensation for acquisition of land and assets attached to these two (2) project affected land parcel with 

lien imposed.   
19 Among these 35: three (3) parcels are State-owned, thirty-one (31) are privately owned and one (1) non-legalizable 

parcel under private use. 
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VIII. ANNEXES 
 

Annex 1. Project Maps 
 

Entire F2 Section Road Design 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 



    

Annex 2. ROW Showing Land Parcels Located Along the Three Segments  
 

ROW showing land parcels located along the Segment 10 (km 5.6 - 5.8)  

 
ROW showing land parcels located along the Segment 11 (km 8.8-9.0)  
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ROW showing land parcels located along the Segment 12 (km 11.9 - km 12.5)  
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Annex 3. Photo Gallery  
 
Face-to-face interview with APs in open space.  

 
 

Face-to-face interview with APs in open 
space.  

Question-answer session with APs 

  

Temporary arrangement for provision potable 
water supply to two AHs residing in vicinity to 
interchange being under construction  

Two families think that although it is not very 
pleasant to stay living in vicinity or road 
construction 

 



    

Annex 4. LAR Compensation Details Along Segments 10, 11, and 12 
 

# Segment CODE Owner ID NAPR  Phone Address Designation Total  ROW Residual % 
Land 

comp. 
rate 

 Land   Trees  crops  House  Structure  
fences, 
gates 

other 
assets 

Severe Vulnerability relocation 
Total 

compensation 
Escrow  

                          

1 No 10 193 
Lomidze 
Malkhaz  and 
Lomidze Ivane  

56001014927       
56001007078 

360833137 555782034 Khunevi agricult. 443 443 0 100% 6  2,658   593            3,251  

2 No 10 194 
Lomidze 
Merabi  

56001007816 360833100 555774714 Khunevi Rural Resid. 3803 3803 0 100% 15  57,045   61,486   8   136,730     6,295   1,057    1,257   263,879   

3 No 10 
195  

(195 a) 

Lomidze Zaal  
Lomidze 
Merab  

57001005779  
(56001007816 

360833154 
599565461 
568911499 

Khunevi Rural Resid. 2511 2511 0 100% 15  37,665   11,431    148,930      1,057    1,257   200,341   

N//a No 10 N/A 
Lomidze 
Merabi  

56001007816 Share cropper 555774714 Khunevi agricult. 0 0 0 N/A 0  -     9,227   215          9,442   

4 No 10 196 Lomidze Zaal  57001005779 360833148 555774714 Khunevi Rural Resid. 267 267 0 100% 15  4,005   4,240     16,635    928      25,808   

5 No 10 198a 
Tsitskisjvili 
Sograti 

01019047639 360833041 599941128 Vetrkhvichala  agricult. 1270 1270 0 100% 6  7,620   1,546   800     1,280    1,057     12,303   

6 No 10 198b 
Tsitskisjvili 
Sograti 

1019047639 NAPR 599941128 Vetrkhvichala  agricult. 354 354 0 100% 6  2,124   1,583           3,707   

7 No 10 200 STATE  360837166  Vetrkhvichala  
State non-
agricult 

1410 906 504 64% 0  -              -     

8 No 10 199 
Tsitskishivli 
Vakhtang  

56001016166 360832152 598112495 Vetrkhvichala  agricult. 1277 1277 0 
100% 

6  7,662            7,662   

9 No 10 201 
Chinchaladze 
Kakhaber  

01010013083 360837040 
599229229 
595119796 

Vetrkhvichala  Rural Resid. 420 420 0 100% 15  6,300            6,300   

10 No 10 202 
Chinchaladze 
Kakhaber  

01010013083 360837202 
599229229 
595119796 

Vetrkhvichala  agricult. 595 595 0 100% 6  3,570   264      67       3,901   

11 No 10 203 
Tsitskishivli 
Guliko 

56001015750 360837041 577528978 Vetrkhvichala  agricult. 954 410 544 43% 6  2,460   6,046      497    1,057     10,060   

12 No 10 204 
Mumladze 
Elguja  

56001009288 360832003 577671508 Vetrkhvichala  
Non-
agriculture 

1818 436 1382 24% 25  10,900   58     26,485    16      37,459   

13 No 10 205 
Tsitskisjvili 
Vakhtang    
Gigauri Mzia  

56001016166   
56001003224 

360833033 577621879 Vetrkhvichala  Rural Resid. 4564 4564 0 100% 15  68,460   39,346    222,780    1,770    1,057    1,257   334,671   

14 No 10 207 
Tsitskisjvili  
Valeri 

1013000564 360833048 593424142 Vetrkhvichala  Rural Resid. 3922 3922 0 100% 15  58,830   31,163    170,920     665   1,057    1,257   263,893   
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15 No 10 208 
Tsitskisjvili  
Valeri 

01013000564 360833044 593424142 Vetrkhvichala  Rural Resid. 459 459 0 100% 15  6,885   340           7,225   

16 No 10 209 
Tsitskisjvili  
Valeri 

01013000564 360833124 593424142 Khunevi Rural Resid. 3720 3720 0 100% 15  55,800   19,671     5,965   623   2,890      84,949   

17 No 11 278 
Tsikarishvili 
Malkhazi  

56001003604 360337408 
599290517 
571036830 

Sakasria agricult. 3149 1040 2109 33% 6  6,240   628           6,868   

18 No 11 279 A 

Tsikarishvili  
Eka  Nozadze 
Lela  
Tsikarishvili  
Mmamuka  

56001023453                
56001014580              
56001020095    
56001023402 

360337058 593641235 Sakasria agricult. 675 191 484 28% 6  1,146   399           1,545   

19 No 11 280 

Tsikarishvili 
Baadur, Giorgi 
Tsikarishvili, 
Lela 
Tsikarishvili   
Nino 
Macharashvili   
Raindi 
Tsikarishvili 

56001017571                 
56001022520                     
57001019350             
56001017325                  
56001017571 

360337360 551157294 Sakasria agricult. 1991 142 1849 7% 6  852             852  

20 No 12 359 
Barbakadze 
Natela  

56001015192 360340315 
551261226 
598804757 

Boriti Rural Resid. 1000 158 842 16% 15  2,370   3,095      186       5,651   

21 No 12 360 
Barbakadze 
Natela  

56001015192 NAPR 
551261226 
598804757 

Boriti agricult. 998 36 962 4% 6  216   417      61       694   

22 No 12 362 
Kurtanidze 
Giorgi 

56001013731 360340384 577318979 Boriti agricult. 1620 255 1365 16% 6  1,530   5,749   48     309    1,057     8,693   

23 No 12 363 

Khachidze 
Jonny, 
Tsikarishvili 
Eka,  Nozadze 
Lela 
Tsikarishvili 
Mamuka  

56001004509    
56001023453     
56001020095     
56001023402 

360340317 
599852618 
599433409 

Boriti agricult. 1441 1441 0 100% 6  8,646   12,395   280     1,103    1,057     23,481   

24 No 12 364 
Barbakadze 
Giorgi  

56001004190 360340336 
593524552 
577330833 

Boriti agricult. 2950 2950 0 100% 6  17,700   25,912      1,272   120      45,004   

25 No 12 365 
Bregavdze 
Makvala 

56001011187 NAPR 599557648 Boriti agricult. 950 147 803 15% 6  882   1,869   160     590   60   1,057     4,618   

26 No 12 366 
Bregavdze 
Makvala 

56001011187 NAPR 599557648 Boriti agricult. 1570 946 624 60% 6  5,676   3,705           9,381   

27 No 12 367 
Barbakadze  
Jumberi 

56001017580 360340328 
558793076 
592012437 
591547010 

Boriti agricult. 3000 1946 1054 65% 6  11,676   10,250       450      22,376   

28 No 12 368 STATE  360340111  Boriti 
State non-
agricult 

6000 124 5876 2% 0  -              -     

29 No 12 369 STATE  360340039  Boriti 
State non-
agricult 

1518 494 1024 33% 0  -              -     

30 No 12 370 
Drieamland 
Oasis Ltd.  

 NAPR  Boriti 
Non-
agriculture 

77 77 0 100% 25  1,925     37,845         39,770   
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31 No 12 371 
Mahglakelidze 
Jemaili  

56001006955 360340334 555448835 Boriti agricult. 100 100 0 100% 6  600     22,720         23,320   

32 No 12 371-1 
Mahglakelidze 
Jemaili  

56001006955 
Non-

legalizable 
 Boriti 

Non-
agriculture 

371 371 0 N/A 0  -          2,160      2,160   

33 No 12 372a 
Barbakadze  
Maro  

56001003226 360340193 595519894 Boriti agricult. 1312 1312 0 100% 6  7,872   5,083        1,057     14,012   

34 No 12 372b 
Barbakadze  
Maro  

56001003226 360340193 551108746 Boriti agricult. 1310 1310 0 100% 6  7,860   3,436      849       12,145   

35 No 12 373 
Barbakadze  
Saba 

56001026261 NAPR 577231585 Boriti agricult. 1600 1600 0 100% 6  9,600   28,089      1,132   230      39,051   

         59342 39997   N/a  416,775   288,021   1,511   739,925   49,085   9,738   13,814   10,574   -     5,030   1,530,369   4,103  

                        1534472 1538575 

                        4103  
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